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ABIGAIL FACES A LIFE-OR-DEATH DECISION WHEN CODY TAKES ILL, LEADING CARSON SHEPHERD TO TAKE MATTERS INTO HIS OWN HANDS IN THE SEASON FOUR FINALE OF ‘WHEN CALLS THE HEART’ SUNDAY, APRIL 23, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL

STUDIO CITY, CA – April 18, 2017 – In the emotional “When Calls the Heart” season four finale, “Heart of a Fighter,” premiering Sunday, April 23 (9 p.m. ET/PT), Abigail must make a life-or-death decision as Cody (Carter Ryan Evancic) lies seriously ill at the infirmary with apparent appendicitis, and a race is on to get a qualified surgeon to Hope Valley in time. When Dr. Strohm (John Emmet Tracy) arrives the next day, and declares that Cody does not have appendicitis, Abigail (Lori Loughlin) is relieved until Carson Shepherd (Paul Greene) vehemently disagrees with the diagnosis and insists Cody needs lifesaving emergency surgery. Abigail must decide whether to allow Carson to operate against Dr. Strohm’s orders, while Elizabeth tries to convince his sister-in-law that his Carson was not responsible for his wife’s death. Everyone in town is concerned for Cody, especially Becky (Ali Skovbye), who promises to spend more time with her brother when he gets better, even Henry Gowen (Martin Cummins). During this crisis, Abigail finally receives long-awaited news about her status as Cody and Becky’s guardian.
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